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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: Measures to eliminate international terrorism

SUBMITTED TO: The General Assembly Sixth Committee

The General Assembly Sixth Committee,

Recognizing in the strongest terms terrorists actions against innocent civilians of the world and the disruptive1

and destabilizing effects of these acts,2

Deeply disturbed by the increasingly frequent nature of these terrorists actions all over the world and the3

resulting threat of work security,4

Reaffirming the attempts to define terrorism by the United Nations in 2005, stated as: ”any action, in5

addition to actions already specified by the existing conventions on aspects of terrorism, the Geneva Conventions6

and Security Council resolution 1566 (2004), that is intended to cause death or serious bodily harm to civilians or7

non-combatants, when the purpose of such an act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to8

compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act”,9

Reaffirming the efforts of the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy (UNGCTS) and its at-10

tempts to strengthen state capacity against terrorism and facilitating the United Nations system’s counter-terrorism11

efforts,12

Desiring the developed Members States of this body to work together with those developing States lacking13

the resources and strategies to effectively counter terrorism,14

Confident in the importance of maintaining national institutions in which groups of aggrieved people may15

voice their frustration constructively as an alternative to violence,16

Noting with concern the possibility that terrorist group members or sympathizers have infiltrated the masses17

of refugees from unstable regions and the need for collective action to directly counter this threat,18

1. Calls upon all Member States to cooperate, inter alia, to strengthen the security of their international19

borders by enhancing border security screening processes with more rigorous methods and nuanced technology in20

order to better prevent those intending to disturb the peace when crossing into another country;21

2. Requests the Security Council to direct the Counter-Terrorism Committee to:22

(a) Assess the efficacy of international border security of individual States;23

(b) Recommend more efficient strategies and methods for States lacking adequate screening pro-24

cesses;25

(c) Encourage capable Member States to provide aid to States on a voluntary basis to facilitate a26

state’s ability to obtain the capital necessary for adequate border security;27

(d) Report back to the body in twelve months on the implementation of this resolution;28

3. Recommends that States facilitate a global movement of social inclusion and equality towards foreign29

immigrants in order to build a more cohesive society and to reduce grievances felt by those searching for a better life30

in another country:31

(a) Further designates Member States to focus on building infrastructure in marginalized minorities’32

geographical areas;33

4. Encourages States to begin formulating rehabilitation programs, at the discretion of the Member States,34

for convicted terrorists in order to create a reintegration process to avoid entering a vicious circle in which individuals35

feel they must turn to criminal measures to address their grievances;36
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5. Urges States to remain vigilant and cooperative in their collective effort to hinder the schemes of terrorists37

by further strengthening ties to engage in effective information sharing.38

Passed, Yes: 54 / No: 30 / Abstain: 30
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